Because of an increasing need and a rapid progress in the development of (unmanned) aerial vehicles and optical sensors that can be mounted onboard of these sensor platforms, there is also a considerable progress in 3D analysis of air-and UAV-borne video sequences. This work presents a robust method for multi-camera dense reconstruction as well as two important applications: creation of dense point clouds with precise 3D coordinates and, in the case of videos with Nadir perspective, a context-based method for urban terrain modeling. This method, which represents the main contribution of this work, includes automatic generation of digital terrain models (DTM), extraction of building outlines, modeling and texturing roof surfaces. A simple interactive method for vegetation segmentation is described as well.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic detection and reconstruction of buildings and vegetation from aerial images has a wide field of applications (e.g. urban planning, surveillance, disaster rescue). In this field, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have become an increasingly attractive tool, because of their low cost and easy use. From the mathematical point of view, it leads, however, to an additional challenge to make difference between 2.5D and 3D situations. In the first case, we think about Nadir flights or flights in sufficient altitudes, restricted depth ranges, and a relatively high potential of modelbased approaches (Fischer et al., 1998; Gross et al., 2005) . The second case implies a relatively high resolution of building walls together with surrounding terrain, wherefore large depth ranges must be taken into account and generic approaches for building reconstruction (Bulatov and Lavery, 2010; Curless and Levoy, 1996) from geometric primitives (points, lines, or triangulated depth maps) obtained in several (reference) images have clear advantages.
In the present paper, we show how high quality depth maps can be obtained from short image sequences and used to accomplish both tasks. Our input is thus given by a monocular video or image sequence processed by a structure-from-motion method, such that additionally to the camera positions and orientations, we have a sparse, but precise and reliable set of 3D points that will be used for dense reconstruction. After a brief overview of related work in Sec. 2, the approach (Bulatov et al., 2011) for dense depth maps computation supported by triangular meshes is summarized in Sec. 3. A depth map assigns a spatial coordinate to a dense pixel set of an image. A union of several such depth maps is a 3D point cloud, which, visualized in a suitable way (see Sec. 4), is often sufficient to perceive the structure of the scene. Nevertheless, for the special case of Nadir images, the assumption of a 2.5D graph (terrain skin) z(x, y) can be made. We provide in Sec. 5 a model-based approach tied up with related work (Gross et al., 2005) , which in its original idea, has a LIDAR point cloud as input. We show qualitative results of the reconstruction in Sec. 6 and give concluding remarks in Sec. 7.
PREVIOUS WORK
Since the goal of this work is to present the main applications of depth map extraction rather than depth map extraction itself, we refer to a survey (Scharstein and Szeliski, 2002) for a detailed overview of state-ofthe-art algorithms on dense stereo. Since depth values are usually discretized and the discretization artifacts are undesirable in scenes with many non-frontoparallel surfaces, which are typical for UAV videos, triangular meshes from already available points will be extensively used in the course of this work to replace discretization with triangular interpolation.
If 3D point clouds are dense and accurate enough, they can not only be directly visualized on different levels of detail but also processed with techniques mentioned in survey (Kobbelt and Botsch, 2004) . Also, we refer to the work (Pock et al., 2011) for overview of existing functionals allowing 2.5D-based depth map fusion. Finally, numerous approaches for building extraction from images exist. Since it is hardly possible to obtain heights of buildings from only one image, those reconstruction pipelines that work with single images, e.g. those reviewed by (Mayer, 1999) , are less stable than the process of obtaining building outlines from image sequences with partial overlaps. The work of (Rottensteiner, 2010) presupposes a color segmentation of a pair of images and uses LIDAR point clouds (sparse, but homogeneously distributed in the images) to determine initial orientation of planes. The non-trivial parts include grouping the segments into planes and generalizing this approach to video sequences with hundreds of frames. In (Baillard and Zisserman, 2000) , the (roof) planes are associated with an induced homography with three degrees of freedom between corresponding images. If a correspondence of lines bordering this plane is established, the number of degrees of freedom is reduced to one, namely, the inclination angle of the (half)-plane. This angle is estimated by means of error minimization algorithms; the initialization is computed for points with high response of a "cornerness" operator (Harris and Stevens, 1998) in order to facilitate search for correspondences and then refined for the rest of pixels presumed to lie in the half-plane. In the next step, neighboring relations are extensively exploited for grouping of lines, delineation and fusing of planes etc. However, the tasks of detection and matching edges are not always feasible for optical images of low quality. The approach of (Mayer and Bartelsen, 2008) consists of determining building walls from vertical planes. The algorithm is very simple and fast because a pixel-wise depth calculation is not performed. However, without a complete visibility analysis, it is not possible to determine the borders of the walls. Determination of roofs is also not performed. To our knowledge, the majority of state-of-the-art approaches does not use dense 3D point clouds from passive sensors for obtaining buildings and vegetation. Hence, we strive to make use of the rapid progress in depth map calculation from image sequences and adopt different features of algorithms originally elaborated for LIDAR point clouds (Geibel and Stilla, 2000; Gross et al., 2005; Rottensteiner, 2010 ).
SEQUENTIAL MULTI-VIEW DENSE RECONSTRUCTION
We consider a sequence of 5 to 10 images I k , the corresponding camera matrices P k , and a sparse 3D point cloud that was obtained by a structure-frommotion approach from characteristic points detected and tracked in the images. The desired output is a dense 3D point cloud corresponding to any pixel of the reference image (typically in the middle of the sequence), as depicted in Fig. 1 . In the following, we give a description of the algorithm (Bulatov et al., 2011) , in which a detailed insight into choice of relevant terms and parameters is provided. For any pixel x = x m of the reference image, there is only one degree of freedom for its position x mk in another image I k . This degree of freedom is given by the depth value d of x (Hartley and Zisserman, 2000) . The depth is the distance from the corresponding 3D point X to the principal plane, and, in the case of a classical pinhole camera with calibration matrix K, rotation matrix R and translation vector C, the coordinates of X are given as a function of d by the relation:
A reasonable depth range is discretized into depth labels d j . For every pixel x m of the reference image, every label d j and every other image I k of the sequence, the windows I k (w(x mk (d j ))) are compared with I(w(x m )). Here x mk is the projection of X from (1) by camera matrix P k and the comparison function between two such windows w can be, e.g., a truncated sum of absolute values (our choice) of intensity differences or normalized cross correlation. The data is aggregated into a cost matrix E data (m, j the smoothness function E smooth and the optimzation method are chosen according to (Hirschmüller, 2008) . This methods performs -in a reasonable time -quite well also in scenes with many slanted surfaces. Finally triangles consistent with the surface are selected. To achieve this, the percentage of pixels x with minimum cost values similar to that resulting from d T,x is measured for every triangle T . In other words,
where E = E data + E mesh + E smooth , j T is the depth label corresponding to d T,x and r ≈ 1. When the percentage of pixels in a triangle T exceeds a threshold, all pixels within T are assigned depth values from (2). This evaluation will facilitate the normal vector extraction in Sec. 5.1. Equation (??) is recursive.
FUSION, FILTERING AND VISUALIZATION OF DENSE POINT CLOUDS
A typical UAV-borne video contains many overlapping images and provides a sufficient coverage of the scene. Coordinates of 3D points corresponding to pixels of different reference images are simultaneously calculated from the corresponding depth maps using (1). Unfortunately, the depth estimation is error-prone, although the number of outliers is greatly reduced by means of the multi-view reconstruction presented in Sec. 3. In order to reduce the number of outliers in the resulting point set, following assumptions have been made: given a sufficiently high overlap of depth maps, pixels consistent with the surface can be expected not only within the neighborhood of correctly estimated points in the same, but also in other depth maps. On the other hand, outliers tend to have isolated positions. As a consequence, the local density at a 3D point X and the quality of X are strongly correlated. We assign X an accumulator
and ρ, σ are empiric constants. We define X to be consistent with the surface if the quantile value of the accumulator function W (X) exceeds a given threshold; this threshold is, however, not global, but is an increasing function of point density in different regions of the computation domain. Doing so, will take the fact into account that the different regions of the scene are covered by a different number of depth maps. The output of this procedure is a relatively precise and homogeneously distributed dense 3D point cloud. In our OpenGL interface, these 3D points, colored according to the corresponding reference images, can be directly visualized and manipulated. Three main applications that have these point clouds as input are: multi-modal registration (Bodensteiner et al., 2010) , generic surface reconstruction, but also the contextbased approach described in Sec. 5.1.
MODEL-BASED URBAN TERRAIN RECONSTRUCTION

Building Extraction
We now consider the situation where (nearly) Nadir views of the terrain are given. In order to work with Euclidean units, we project z-coordinates of points from Sec. 4 into the xy-plane and grouping of these z-values into cells (rastering). In order to segment buildings from the surrounding, (not necessarily planar) terrain, the Digital Terrain Model (DTM) extraction is carried out. At the beginning, cells corresponding to the ground -those with minimum altitude within a circular filter -are fixed; whereby the circle radius corresponds to the largest dimension of the smallest building. To cope with few remaining outliers, the original approach of (Gross et al., 2005) , which proposes a solution of Neumann Differential equation, can be replaced by one of the robust cost function mentioned in (Pock et al., 2011) . We chose the 2.5D-based L 1 -spline solution due to (Bulatov and Lavery, 2010) . For the sake of computation time, the Digital Surface Model (DSM) is given by a low-pass filtering of the rasterized image. The height information, given by the difference of DSM and DTM, is used in a three-step procedure for determining shape and height of the buildings. The aerial image is needed to detect trees and to texture the terrain model and the roofs. The procedure is briefly de- scribed in the following three paragraphs and visualized in Fig. 2 .
ON APPLICATIONS OF SEQUENTIAL MULTI-VIEW DENSE RECONSTRUCTION FROM AERIAL IMAGES
Extraction of Building Outlines. The segmentation process for buildings delivers regions whose boundaries are approximated by rectangular polygons. If there are small convexities or indentations in the building contour, short edges are removed by modifying the object contour through iterative generalization. The area is changed as little as possible by adding to or removing from the object rectangular subparts. As a result, building outlines are created.
Roof Plane Modeling.
To model roof planes, the approach (Geibel and Stilla, 2000) was incurred into our work. The normal vector of every internal building pixel x is determined by computing a local adaptive operator in a small window around x. Contrary to the original approach of (Gross et al., 2005) which derived roof planes orientation by extracting dominant directions of a weighted histogram over all pixels in the interrelated areas of a building, this task is now solved by k-means-based clustering these normal vectors and grouping connected pixels into regions. The roof surfaces are described by polygons afterwards. A polygon encloses the entire roof surface including disturbed areas; its borders are determined by intersections of the approximated roof plane with its neighbor planes. Finally, the walls of the buildings are constructed through the outer polygon edges of the roof surfaces (upper edge) and through the terrain height (lower edge) available from the depth map.
Texturing. The roofs and terrain are textured by means of the aerial image. If calibrated terrestrial views are available, the process of texturing can be extended to the building walls, see e.g. (Haala, 2005) .
An Interactive Tree Detection Approach
The determination of the building contour is often disturbed by vegetation -especially if the roof is partially occluded by trees. Since tree classification by first/last echo is impossible for these point clouds, classification is done in the rasterized image. In the aerial image, some tree regions are interactively defined. For each band (RGB), mean value and standard deviation inside the defined tree regions are calculated. All pixels with color values of a smaller deviation from the mean value than the standard deviation for each band are declared as treelike pixels. These pixels of the depth map are excluded from the building reconstruction. In sufficient large tree like areas, trees are added to the model. To model a tree, we first create an image V illustrating a tree with transparent background. The treecolor can be modified to match the season or the color of the detected tree regions.
Finally, two such images V are placed vertically and perpendicularly to each other into the model.
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Model-free Dense Reconstruction
We first consider a video sequence representing a rather complicated building -the cathedral of Speyer (Germany), recorded by a hand-held camera onboard of a Cessna. The angle of inclination of the camera is about 30 degrees to cover building walls. We obtained a relative orientation of the camera trajectory and a sparse point cloud with (Bulatov, 2008) . Depth map computation was performed by the method described in Sec. 3 from seven images. A reference frame and the corresponding depth map is depicted in Fig. 3 , top, while the bottom of the figure represents two views of a point cloud, before and after fusion, obtained from seven such depth maps and visualized in our OpenGL-interface.
Urban Terrain Modeling
The input data set of this section is a video taken during an UAV flight over the village Bonnland, in Germany. After a structure-from-motion algorithm (Bulatov, 2008) , the depth maps supported by triangular meshes were obtained from five reference frames.
One of these reference images and the corresponding depth map are presented in Fig. 4 , top. From the depth maps, the z-coordinates of the 3D points are obtained by the procedure described in Sec. 4 and resampled on a rectangular equally-spaced grid (x k , y l ), k = 0, ..., 470, l = 0, ..., 480. The values for x 0 , x 470 , y 0 , y 480 are given by the minimum and maximum of x and y coordinates of the data points, respectively, while the value of the terrain skin map z(k, l) is the median of z-coordinates of all data points (x, y) such that x k ≤ x < x k+1 , y l ≤ y < y l+1 , see illustration in Fig. 4 , bottom. This is the input image for the algorithm described in Sec. 5. Two views of the scenery are depicted in Fig. 5 . From the illustration, it becomes clear that in the small, exemplary sample of the data set, all four buildings were detected and correctly reconstructed. For building reconstruction from larger data sets, the steps of Euclidean reconstruction and depth maps computation must be performed for different, overlapping parts of the terrain and then fused by means of the rasterization procedure. The computation of the DTM is then carried out by the domaindecomposition routine of (Lin et al., 2006) while the building reconstruction procedure does not have such limitations with respect to number of building or size of the rasterized image. Building walls are textured according to regional traditions while the trees can be modeled according to season. In the densely wooded regions (in the bottom left corner in all images of Fig. 4) , trees from Sec. 6.2 with a constant diameter are instantiated until they fill the region.
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
A robust and automatic approach for extraction of dense 3D point clouds from several images was presented. We improved the performance of non-local methods by overcoming biases towards fronto parallel surfaces and a more reliable reconstruction in textureless areas by consideration of triangular meshes. In order to obtain correct depths for pixels that either lie outside the convex hull spanned by already available points or in triangles inconsistent with the surface, non-local optimization methods can be used. Although the semi-global algorithm with 16 optimization paths, as proposed in (Hirschmüller, 2008) , usually provides good results, the implementation of the software is very flexible. New cost and aggregation functions, but also triangular-based smoothness terms and non-local algorithms can easily be added as additional modules. Two applications of sequential multi-view dense reconstruction were discussed. First we presented the creation and visualization of dense point clouds from several reference images. Remaining outliers were removed according to the local density (accumulator) function (3). Further integration of color and confidence information will concede an additional stability in the approach. The second application concerns building modeling. The three-step procedure of (Gross et al., 2005) , with the two modifications of DTM modeling by means of a robust cost function (L 1 -splines) and k-means based normal vector clustering, also automatically processes dense point clouds obtained by passive sensors from light UAVs in nadir view. Therefore it is shown, that methods for large scale range data with homegenously distributed samples can be adapted to relatively low quality, sequentially obtained data of theoretical infinite length. In the majority of cases, urban structures are reconstructed well, as one can see from Fig. 5 . To perform an accurate quantitative evaluation of completeness and correctness of the procedure in comparison with other procedures, such as (Rottensteiner, 2010) , reconstruction of either several high-resolution aerial images or a larger video sequence must be performed. These goals are currently being met, but they are beyond the scope of our work. Further consideration of image information (e.g. segmentation) will be a topic of future work. One can additionally filter out vegetation: analyzing the reference image by means of trained data is the only interactive part of the approach. The trees can then be found in larger regions of the image (sequence); their height is given by the depth map. Also here efforts must be made in future by using color and gradient information in input images as well as confidence maps for better building contour extraction and roof analysis.
